
Splicing of precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA) is a crucial 
regulatory stage in the pathway of gene expression: 
introns are removed and exons are ligated to form 
mRNA. The inclusion of different exons in mRNA — 
alternative splicing (AS) — results in the generation of 
different isoforms from a single gene and is the basis 
for the discrepancy between the estimated 24,000 
protein-coding genes in the human genome and the 
100,000 different proteins that are postulated to be 
synthesized1. Splicing in general, and AS in particular, 
is also important for regulation of the levels and tissue 
specificity of gene expression and, if disrupted, can lead 
to disease2–5.

The importance of splicing is emphasized by its 
presence in species throughout the phylogenetic tree. 
However, we still have much to learn about how diverse 
intron–exon structures are generated and recognized. 
Comparing species to see what has changed and what is 
conserved is proving valuable in addressing these issues 
and has recently yielded substantial progress. For exam-
ple, new high-throughput sequencing technology has 
revealed that >90% of human genes undergo AS — a 
much higher percentage than anticipated6. Such techno-
logical progress is providing more comprehensive stud-
ies of splicing and genomic architecture in an increasing 
number of species, and these studies have extended our 
evolutionary understanding.

The basis of splicing is the recognition of introns 
and exons by the splicing machinery (FIG. 1). It can be  

regulated at many different levels, often in a tissue- or  
developmental stage-specific manner. At a basic level, 
regulation includes splice-site recognition by the  
spliceosome, which is mediated by various proteins. 
Additional regulatory levels include environmental 
changes that affect splice-site choice and the relationship 
among transcription by RNA polymerase II (RNAPII),  
nucleosome occupancy and splicing7–10. New insights into  
the regulation of AS that have emerged from evolution-
ary studies include the findings that the origin of an exon 
can influence how frequently it is spliced into an mRNA 
and that the evolution of an RNA degradation mecha-
nism might have facilitated intron gain. The definition 
of alternative exons is also important for understanding 
the links between splicing and evolution.

In this Review, we look at the relationship between 
AS and evolution at various levels and consider 
progress in understanding the biological importance 
and control of AS. We start by discussing AS from an 
evolutionary perspective — comparing splicing and 
genomic architecture among species. We then evalu-
ate the three major ways that alternative exons emerge: 
exon shuffling, exonization and transition. This is fol-
lowed by discussion of the characteristics of alternative 
exons and how they are distinguished from constitu-
tive exons at the RNA and DNA levels, including the 
recent discovery of a role for chromatin. We conclude 
with our perspective on the potential direction of  
future research.
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Spliceosome
A ribonucleoprotein complex 
that is involved in splicing  
of nuclear precursor mRNA 
(pre-mRNA). It is composed  
of five small nuclear 
ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) 
and more than 50 non-snRNPs, 
which recognize and assemble 
on exon–intron boundaries to 
catalyse intron processing of 
the pre-mRNA.

Nucleosome
The basic unit of chromatin, 
containing ~147 bp of DNA 
wrapped around a histone 
octamer (which is composed of 
two copies each of histone 3 
(H3), H4, H2A and H2B).

Alternative splicing and evolution: 
diversification, exon definition  
and function
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Abstract | Over the past decade, it has been shown that alternative splicing (AS) is a major 
mechanism for the enhancement of transcriptome and proteome diversity, particularly in 
mammals. Splicing can be found in species from bacteria to humans, but its prevalence and 
characteristics vary considerably. Evolutionary studies are helping to address questions 
that are fundamental to understanding this important process: how and when did AS 
evolve? Which AS events are functional? What are the evolutionary forces that shaped, 
and continue to shape, AS? And what determines whether an exon is spliced in a 
constitutive or alternative manner? In this Review, we summarize the current knowledge 
of AS and evolution and provide insights into some of these unresolved questions.
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Figure 1 | the splicing machinery. Splicing is a conserved mechanism controlled  
by the spliceosome — a complex composed of many proteins and five small nuclear 
RNAs (U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6) that assemble with proteins to form small nuclear 
ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs). a | The four conserved signals that enable recognition of 
RNA by the spliceosome are: the exon–intron junctions at the 5′ and 3′ ends of introns 
(the 5′ splice site (5′ SS) and 3′ SS), the branch site sequence located upstream of the 3′ 
SS and the polypyrimidine tract (PPT) located between the 3′ SS and the branch site.  
b | The key steps in splicing are shown. Regulation of splicing can occur at the basic 
level of splice-site recognition by the spliceosome through the facilitation or 
interference of the binding of U1 and U2 snRNPs to the splice sites7. The unlabelled 
orange ovals represent other, unspecified components of the spliceosome. c | Exons 
and introns contain short, degenerate binding sites for splicing auxiliary proteins. 
These sites are called exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs), intronic splicing enhancers 
(ISEs), exonic splicing silencers (ESSs) and intronic silencing silencers (ISSs). Splice-site 
recognition is mediated by proteins that bind specific regulatory sequences, such as 
the serine/arginine (SR) proteins, heterogenous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs), 
polypyrimidine tract-binding (PTB) proteins, the TIA1 RNA-binding protein, Fox 
proteins, Nova proteins, and more7,9,10. Constitutive exons are shown in blue, 
alternatively spliced regions in purple, and introns are represented by solid lines.

Basal splicing
A conserved mRNA splicing 
mechanism. It is composed of 
the splicing signals and the core 
of the machinery is formed by 
five spliceosomal small nuclear 
ribonucleoproteins and an 
unknown number of proteins.

Changes in alternative splicing during evolution 
There are two models for the mechanism of exon and 
intron selection: intron definition and exon definition. 
In intron definition, the splicing machinery recognizes 
an intronic unit and places the basal splicing machinery 
across introns. This model is regarded as the ancient 
mechanism and these introns are probably under evolu-
tionary selection to remain short. exon definition takes 
place when the basal machinery is placed across exons; 
this constrains the length of exons. The higher GC con-
tent in exons relative to their flanking introns11 is pre-
sumed to be the signal that allows exons to be identified. 
exon definition probably evolved later and is considered 
to be the main mechanism in higher eukaryotes12,13.

Prevalence and type of alternative splicing. Splicing is 
ubiquitous in eukaryotes, but there are few examples of  
splicing in bacteria14 and archea15,16. The importance 
of AS can be inferred from inspecting its prevalence 
throughout the eukaryotic evolutionary tree. AS is more 
abundant in higher eukaryotes than in lower eukaryotes, 
and the percentage of genes and exons that undergo AS 
is higher in vertebrates than in invertebrates17,18.

There are several types of AS (BOX 1) and the type 
varies among species. Intron retention is most common 
in lower metazoans and is also common in fungi and 
protozoa19. The prevalence of exon skipping gradually 
increases further up the eukaryotic tree19. This might 
suggest that exon skipping is the type of AS that contrib-
utes most to phenotypic complexity. Alternative 5′ and 
3′ splice sites are believed to be subfamilies of exon skip-
ping and might represent an intermediate evolutionary 
stage20. Plants show low levels of alternatively spliced 
genes, with a high level of intron retention (~30%) and 
a very low level of exon skipping (<5%)19. This suggests 
that AS did not have a substantial role in plant evolu-
tion, perhaps because plants can enhance their tran-
scriptomic and proteomic diversity by whole-genome 
duplication events19.

Exon–intron architecture. The relative length of introns 
and exons — the exon–intron architecture — varies 
across the eukaryotic kingdom. Intron and exon lengths 
can reflect the constraints imposed by splicing recog-
nition — for example, based on whether the exon is 
identified through the intron or exon definition mecha-
nism. In vertebrates, there are relatively long introns and  
short exons, whereas in lower eukaryotes, introns  
are short and exons are long.

In Drosophila melanogaster, most of the introns 
flanking alternatively spliced exons are long, whereas 
constitutively spliced exons are flanked by short introns. 
The length of the upstream intron was found to have 
a greater influence on exon selection than that of the 
downstream intron21. This shows a large contribution 
of the exon–intron architecture in D. melanogaster to 
the frequency of AS. In humans, exons flanked by long 
introns are subject to exon skipping more often than 
those flanked by short introns. This correlation was 
stronger in humans than in D. melanogaster, which might 
be explained by the presence in mammals of factors 
that regulate splicing that are absent or less important  
in non-mammalians21.

An additional illustration of the effect of exon–intron 
architecture on AS is revealed when the size of mam-
malian exons is examined. usually, enlarged exons lead 
to exon skipping, but if the flanking introns are short, 
the enlarged exon is included22. Also, it seems that exon 
length has decreased during evolution11,21.

The number of introns in a genome is determined by 
the relative rates of intron gain and intron loss over an 
evolutionary period. Intron gain is believed to be a rare 
event that has declined over the past 1.3 billion years in 
most eukaryotes23. In contrast to these findings, exten-
sive intron gain was recently observed in Daphnia pulex, 
a water flea24, and in D. melanogaster 25. Also, several 
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Box 1 | Different types of alternative splicing

There are several different types of alternative splicing (AS) events, which can be 
classified into four main subgroups. The first type is exon skipping, in which a type of 
exon known as a cassette exon is spliced out of the transcript together with its 
flanking introns (see the figure, part a). Exon skipping accounts for nearly 40% of AS 
events in higher eukaryotes17,111 but is extremely rare in lower eukaryotes. The second 
and third types are alternative 3′ splice site (3′ SS) and 5′ SS selection (parts b and c). 
These types of AS events occur when two or more splice sites are recognized at one 
end of an exon. Alternative 3′ SS and 5′ SS selection account for 18.4% and 7.9% of all 
AS events in higher eukaryotes, respectively. The fourth type is intron retention (part d), 
in which an intron remains in the mature mRNA transcript. This is the rarest AS event in 
vertebrates and invertebrates, accounting for less than 5% of known events17,19,98,111.  
By contrast, intron retention is the most prevalent type of AS in plants, fungi and 
protozoa19. Less frequent, complex events that give rise to alternative transcript 
variants include mutually exclusive exons (part e), alternative promoter usage (part f) 
and alternative polyadenylation (part g)12,19,112. Another rare form of AS involves 
reactions between two primary transcripts in trans113 (not shown).

In the figure, constitutive exons are shown in blue and alternatively spliced regions in 
purple. Introns are represented by solid lines, and dashed lines indicate splicing options.

Alu
An interspersed DNA sequence 
of 300 bp that belongs to the 
short interspersed element 
(SINE) family and is found in 
the genome of primates. Alu 
elements are composed of a 
head-to-tail dimer in which the 
first monomer is 140 bp long 
and the second is 170 bp  
long. In humans, there are 
~1.1 million copies of Alu 
elements, of which ~500,000 
copies are located in introns.

examples were found in human genes in which inser-
tion of Alu, a primate-specific retroelement, into an exon 
created a new intron in the 3′ uTR26.

Splicing signals and machinery. Splicing signals are 
major contributors to evolutionary change and have 
evolved dramatically27. Moreover, there has been a selec-
tive expansion of splicing regulatory proteins, such as 
serine/arginine proteins (SR proteins) in metazoans and 
heterogenous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs) in 
vertebrates28, which may have assisted the basal splic-
ing machinery in finding short exons in large intronic 
sequences. The ability of the SR proteins to support 
the basal splicing machinery has enabled alternative 

isoforms to exist, and the proliferation of SR proteins 
during evolution has increased the abundance of AS. 
Recently, it was found that nonsense-mediated decay 
(NMD) is necessary for normal splicing regulation in 
D. melanogaster, and its emergence presumably enabled 
intron gain25.

The common ancestor of alternative splicing. Compared 
with extant species, early eukaryotic ancestors had high 
intron densities in their genes29–35. This information, 
together with the observation that ancestral splicing  
signals are degenerate27, the presence of complex spliceo-
somes in lower eukaryotes29,32,33, the presence of NMD  
pathways in animals, fungi, plants, excavates and  
chromalveolates32,36,37, and the homology of splicing fac-
tors in different species27,28,38,39, suggests that, in terms 
of splicing, the ancestral eukaryote was probably more 
similar to the mammalian eukaryote than previously 
anticipated. AS could even have existed early in eukary-
otic evolution. A genome-wide study of 12 eukaryotic 
genomes revealed similarities among AS patterns in dif-
ferent eukaryotic lineages, which is consistent with an 
early eukaryotic origin of AS40.

What is the origin of alternatively spliced exons?
To gain insights into the importance of AS, we need to 
understand how alternatively spliced exons have evolved 
and fixated in different genomes. Human–mouse com-
parative analyses have revealed that AS is often associated 
with recent exon creation and/or loss41–43. We currently 
know of three different evolutionary mechanisms for the 
appearance of an alternatively spliced exon: exon shuf-
fling, exonization of intronic sequences and transition of 
a constitutive exon to an alternative exon.

Exon shuffling. exon shuffling is a process in which a 
new exon is inserted into an existing gene or an exon is  
duplicated in the same gene44–46 (BOX 2). The exon shuf-
fling theory was first proposed by Walter Gilbert in 
1978, who suggested that shuffling of exons creates a 
new chimeric protein that gives an evolutionary advan-
tage to the organism45. Many studies have attempted 
to prove or disprove this theory. In concordance with 
the exon shuffling theory, a correlation has been found 
between borders of exons and protein domains47–49. In a 
study of nine species, including invertebrates and verte-
brates, the more complex organisms showed a stronger 
exon–domain correlation. This study suggests that exon 
shuffling has been common in eukaryotic evolution 
and has contributed substantially to the complexity of  
the proteome49.

Recent analysis of exons that are conserved between 
humans and mice revealed that newly duplicated exons 
tend to preserve the splicing status of their original 
exons: that is, they remain alternatively or constitutively 
spliced50. Therefore, AS seems to have preceded tan-
dem duplication, so duplication propagates rather than 
creates AS50.

Tandem exon duplication was found to be the origin 
of ~10% of cases of substitution alternative splicing, and 
this duplication was dated to the radiation of mammalian 
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Box 2 | Exon shuffling

Exon shuffling creates new combinations of exons by intronic recombination — 
referred to as illegitimate recombination (IR) — which is recombination between two 
non-homologous sequences or between short homologous sequences that induce 
genomic rearrangements114,115. Over 30% of unequal homologous recombination is 
thought to occur through crossovers between Alu elements115. A possible mechanism 
for exon shuffling is referred to as the ‘modularization hypothesis’. The mechanism 
includes the insertion of introns at positions that correspond to the boundaries of a 
protein domain, tandem duplications resulting from recombination in the inserted 
introns, and the transfer of introns to a different, non-homologous gene by intronic 
recombination. These three stages were reported for a variety of domains, such as the 
EGF-like domain and the C-type lectin domain48. Exon shuffling involves modules with 
introns of the same phase class (their position relative to the reading frame of the gene) 
at both their 5′ and 3′ ends. The insertion of introns has to be in the same phase class or 
the recombination will cause a shift in the reading frame and lead to loss of protein 
information48,55,116. The mechanism of exon shuffling can also be deduced from side 
products of DNA transfections in cell culture, which mimics exon shuffling114,117.

In the figure, constitutive exons are shown in blue, alternatively spliced regions are 
shown in purple and introns are represented by solid lines.

Retroelement
A mobile genetic element. Its 
DNA is transcribed into RNA, 
which is reverse-transcribed into 
DNA and then inserted into a 
new location in the genome.

Serine/arginine proteins
A group of highly conserved 
serine- and arginine-rich 
splicing regulatory proteins  
in metazoans.

Heterogenous nuclear 
ribonucleoproteins
A large set of proteins that 
bind the precursor mRNA  
and regulate splicing.

Nonsense-mediated decay
The process by which the cell 
destroys mRNAs that are 
untranslatable due to the 
presence of a premature stop 
codon in the coding region.

Excavates
A major kingdom of unicellular 
eukaryotes, often known as 
Excavata. The phylogenetic 
category Excavata contains a 
variety of free-living and 
symbiotic forms, and also 
includes some important 
parasites of humans.

orders or even the radiation of vertebrate classes46. 
letunic et al. found that ~10% of the genes in humans, 
flies and worms contain tandemly duplicated exons. In 
60% of cases, mutually exclusive alternative splicing of the 
duplicated exons is likely, which enables modification 
of protein activity51. Competition between two exons 
is restricted to a distance of less than 70 bp52. Another 
study found a correlation between intron phases — the 
position of the intron in a codon — and estimated that 
19% of eukaryotic intron-containing genes contain 
shuffled exons53.

It seems that the importance of exon shuffling 
increased with the evolution of complex genomes. As 
the genome increases in size, number of introns and 
proportion of repetitive elements, the chances of exon 
shuffling by intronic recombination increase. The evolu-
tionary distribution of modular proteins suggests that exon 
shuffling became important when multicellular organ-
isms appeared. Therefore, as exon shuffling appeared at 
a relatively late stage in evolution, it could not have had a 
major role in the construction of ancient proteins54,55. This 
analysis also suggested that exon shuffling might have 
contributed to the rapid metazoan radiation54, which is 
consistent with the observation that almost all examples 
of modular proteins are in metazoans and not in bacteria, 
archaea, plants, protists or fungi54. Most modular proteins 
produced by exon shuffling are associated with multi-
cellularity, such as the extracellular matrix membrane-
associated proteins that mediate cell–cell and cell–matrix 
interactions and the receptor proteins that regulate cell–
cell communications. All such proteins are essential for 
the organism to function as an integrated unit54.

The diversity that can be generated by duplicated 
exons is strikingly shown by the Down syndrome cell 
adhesion molecule (Dscam) gene in D. melanogaster. 
The multiple, mutually exclusive exons of Dscam lead 
to enormous numbers of splice variants56. Recently, it 
was found that in humans, tandem repeats can modify 
the structure of genes in segmental duplications, which 
influences their coding sequence, splicing pattern and 
tissue expression57.

Exonization. A way to gain an exon ‘out of nothing’ is 
through genomic sequences becoming exons. exonization 
was first suggested as a mechanism for the acquisition of 
the 5′ region of the bovine thyroglobulin (TG) gene58. 
Since then, many exonization events have been reported 
in humans59–61, as well as in other vertebrate genomes17,62,63. 
Recently, exonization outside vertebrates was documented 
in D. melanogaster in the RNA-binding bruno 3 (bru3) 
gene64. exonization may also have occurred in sugar 
receptor genes in insects65 and in the 5S ribosomal RNA 
genes in plants66.

About half of the human genome is derived from 
transposable elements (Tes)67, and these repeat-forming 
elements — particularly Alu elements (BOX 3) — can 
become exonized. About 4% of human genes contain Te 
motifs in their coding regions, which suggests an exoni-
zation event19,60,61. The exonization process can be tissue- 
or tumour-specific, and several genes that include Te 
sequences have tissue- or tumour-specific isoforms68–70. 
Interestingly, exonization of Tes is observed in 53% of 
‘orphan genes’, which shows the involvement of Te exoni-
zation in species-specific adaptive processes71. To date, 
we know of two main mechanisms that create a true  
3′ or 5′ splice site, which can lead to spliceosome recog-
nition and exonization: random mutations in intronic 
sequences and RNA editing. both mechanisms have 
acted on Tes in mammals, especially in Alu elements. 
The molecular mechanisms that lead to the exonization 
of Alu elements have been studied in detail72–74 and are 
discussed further in BOX 3.

The formation of alternative exons from Alu ele-
ments permits new functions to be established without 
eliminating the original function of a protein75. In some 
cases, the insertion of Alu into an exon or the forma-
tion of a constitutive exon from Alu can be deleterious 
and can lead to human genetic diseases. However, most 
constitutively spliced Alu exons have been inserted 
into uTRs and therefore do not affect the protein70. An 
interesting case of selection against exonization in sin-
gle copy genes was identified in TIF1A (also known as 
TRIM24), which underwent triplication: Alu exonization 
only occurred in one of the non-coding transcripts or in 
cancerous cells68.

Whether an Alu-derived exon is included in an mRNA 
is influenced by various factors. The 5′ and 3′ splice sites 
are particularly important: in general, Alu exons are 
flanked by stronger splice sites than other exons76. At the 
3′ side of the exon, two adjacent AG dinucleotides com-
pete with each other; only one is selected as the 3′ splice 
site and the other suppresses the selection of that exon, 
leading to sub-optimization of that site and therefore 
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Chromalveolates
A hypothetical ‘supergroup’ of 
protists, including apicomplexa, 
dinoflagellates, ciliates, 
heterokonts, haptophytes and 
cryptomonads, all of which are 
suggested to have diverged 
from an ancient common 
ancestor that acquired  
a plastid by secondary 
endosymbiosis with a red alga.

Substitution alternative 
splicing
An alternative splicing pattern 
in which one of two amino  
acid sequences is included  
in the protein.

Mutually exclusive 
alternative splicing
Only one of a set of two or 
more exons in a gene is 
included in the final transcript.

Modular proteins
Proteins created by intronic 
recombination. According to 
the exon shuffling theory,  
each exon encodes a single 
protein domain (a ‘module’), 
and the process of shuffling 
creates a new chimeric protein 
from the combination of 
domains (or ‘modules’).

Transposable elements
Segments of genetic material 
that are capable of changing 
their location in the genome  
of an organism.

Orphan genes
Genes that do not share any 
homology with genes from 
other species.

Box 3 | Exonization of Alu elements

The Alu element belongs to the short 
interspersed element (SINE) family,  
and Alu sequences account for more 
than 10% of the human genome26,67.  
A typical Alu is around 
300 nucleotides (nt) long and 
contains two similar monomer 
segments (the right arm and the left 
arm, green R and L in the figure) 
joined by an A-rich linker and a poly(A) 
tail-like region. Alus insert into the 
introns of primate genes by 
retrotransposition, usually in  
the antisense orientation.

So how do Alu exons form?  
The consensus Alu sequence  
carries multiple sites that are similar,  
but not identical, to real splice sites;  
a few mutations in the 3′ splice site  
(3′ SS) or 5′ SS are required to create  
a new exon41,74,77 (see the 
figure, part a). 85% of 
exonizations occur from 
the right arm in the 
antisense orientation26,60. 
The poly(A) tract of this 
arm in the antisense 
orientation creates a strong 
polypyrimidine tract (PPT). 
Downstream from this PPT  
a 3′ SS is selected, and further 
downstream from that site 
(approximately 120 nt)  
a 5′ SS is recognized39.

A second mechanism for 
creation of splice sites 
relies on RNA secondary 
structure, and involves 
the enzymatic editing of 
adenosine (A) to inosine (I) 
(part b). This editing is catalysed 
by enzymes from the ADAR (adenosine 
deaminase acting on RNA) family and changes 
the nucleotide sequence of the RNA transcript 
from that of the encoded genomic DNA. Inosine is 
recognized by most biological machinery as 
guanosine (G)118. Two adjacent intronic Alu 
sequences in opposite orientations, sense and antisense, can form a dsRNA structure that serves as a template for the 
ADAR enzyme, which can create a functional 3′ SS (AA to AG) by RNA editing119.

An example of an Alu exon that is exonized through RNA editing is exon 8 of nuclear prelamin A recognition  
factor (NARF)120,121. It is important to note that in this exon, RNA editing also eliminates a stop codon, therefore 
allowing the newly added Alu exon to maintain the reading frame. As editing is higher in certain tissues, such as the 
brain, RNA editing modulates the inclusion level of this exon in a tissue-specific manner. RNA editing was suggested to 
be a major contributor to the evolution of phenotypic complexity in mammals, particularly in the brain122.

The reason for the high exonization level of Alus is that they are the only transposable elements with two arms that 
originate from the same sequence and therefore share high sequence identity. The left Alu arm functions as a 
pseudoexon that competes with the right arm for the affinity of the splicing machinery. Deletion of the left arm or 
insertion of a spacer of more than 150 nt between the two arms shifts splicing from alternative to constitutive 
inclusion. Also, insertion of the left arm (which is not exonized) downstream, but not upstream, to a constitutive exon 
shifts the splicing pattern to alternative, indicating that this Alu arm functions as a pseudoexon52. The monomeric form 
of Alu — called B1 — exists in rodents, but its level of exonization is much lower than that of Alu elements in humans 
(0.07% compared with 0.2%, respectively)26. We assume that during rodent evolution these B1 elements were exonized, 
but such exonization events were mostly selected against as they seem to be constitutively spliced.

In the figure, constitutive exons are shown in blue, alternatively spliced regions are shown in purple, introns are 
represented by solid lines and dashed lines indicate splicing options.
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Splicing regulatory elements
Specific cis-acting RNA 
sequence elements that  
are present in introns or in 
exons. They are bound by 
trans-acting splicing regulatory 
proteins (repressors and 
activators), which regulate 
alternative splicing.

to exon skipping41. At the 5′ side, a strong 5′ splice site 
leads to full exon inclusion and a weak one to full exon 
skipping. Intermediate 5′ splice site strengths lead to dif-
ferent levels of exon inclusion77. A cryptic 5′ splice site 
located downstream of the Alu exon can enhance its 
selection through a process involving the binding of u1 
small nuclear RNA (snRNA) to the cryptic splice site78. 
Splicing regulatory elements can also influence the selec-
tion of Alu exons. For example, the presence of specific 
exonic splicing regulatory elements (eSRs) in the Alu  
element determines specific splice-site selection in  
Alu exons78. Also, Alu exons are enriched in exonic splic-
ing enhancers (eSes)76 and depleted in exonic splicing 
silencers (eSSs)76,79. The exon–intron architecture also has 
a large impact on the selection of Alu exons: Alu exons are 
approximately 10 nucleotides longer than non-exonizing  
ones and are flanked by introns that are almost 50% 
shorter76. The selection of an Alu exon is also affected by 
the flanking genomic sequence (that is, different genomic 
environments lead exons to differ in their susceptibility 
to exonization)78. Another novel feature of Alu exons is 
their secondary structure: Alu exons in general, and their 
5′ splice sites in particular, have a less stable secondary 
structure than non-exonizing exons76.

The importance of exonization is reflected through 
its exaptation during evolution to provide important cel-
lular functions. An example of this is the human cathe-
licidin antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) gene — this gene 
is involved in innate immunity in humans and primates, 
and an ancient Alu insertion caused it to be regulated by 
the vitamin D pathway80. Another example is surfactant 
protein b (SFTPB), in which a Te insertion resulted in a 
lung tissue-specific expression81.

Transition. In the two mechanisms described above, the 
alternatively spliced exons are generated de novo. In a 
third mechanism, transition, alternative cassette exons are 
derived from constitutively spliced ones (FIG. 2). Transition 
can be accomplished by two mechanisms: accumulation 
of mutations in the splice sites or in eSRs, which leads to 
suboptimal recognition of the exon and hence its skip-
ping; and formation of a dsRNA secondary structure 
from two Alus in opposite orientation to each other in 
the upstream exon, which influences the downstream  
exon and changes its mode of splicing.

Conserved exons can maintain different modes of 
splicing in different species82. Reconstruction of the evo-
lution of such exons has revealed that, in the specific sets 
of exons tested, all were constitutively spliced in the com-
mon ancestor and shifted their mode of splicing from 
constitutive to alternative cassette exons during evolution. 
This shift was usually due to mutations that reduced the 
affinity of u1 snRNA binding to the 5′ splice site. This shift 
was also found to be associated with the fixation of eSRs  
that control the alternative exon inclusion level12,83.

Alternative exons of the alternative 3′ or 5′ splice-site 
selection type can also originate from ancestral constitu-
tive exons. Indeed, it was shown that mutations inside an 
exon or in flanking introns are responsible for the crea-
tion of new splice signals that compete with the authen-
tic ones, leading to alternative splice-site selection20. 

Figure 2 | transition from constitutive to alternative 
splicing. There are two mechanisms by which a 
constitutive exon can become an alternative exon.  
A | Mutations that lead to suboptimal recognition of  
the exon and result in exon skipping. Aa | Mutations can 
lead to a new alternative 5′ splice site (5′ SS) or 3′ SS.  
Ab | Mutations can lead to suboptimal recognition of  
the 5′ SS. Ac | Mutations in exons (or introns) can disrupt 
an exonic splicing enhancer (ESE) (or intronic splicing 
enhancer (ISE)) or may create an exonic splicing silencer 
(ESS) (or intronic silencing silencer (ISS)). B | A secondary 
structure, usually formed between two Alu elements in 
opposite orientation, can interrupt exon recognition. 
The resulting isoforms are represented for each 
pathway. Constitutive exons are shown in blue, 
alternatively spliced regions are shown in purple, and 
introns are represented by solid lines.
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Purifying selection
Selection against deleterious 
alleles that arise in a 
population, preventing their 
increase in frequency and 
assuring their eventual 
disappearance from the  
gene pool.

Negative selection pressure on these new splice sites 
causes them to be the minor splice sites; the ancestral 
site remains the major splice site, so the original protein 
is not disturbed. To maintain the reading frame, the dis-
tance between the two alternative splice sites tends to be 
divisible by three.

Mutations in putative eSRs can also shift the splicing 
pattern from constitutive to alternative. In a minigene 
model system, eSRs affected splicing only when the rec-
ognition of the exon was suboptimal83. Strong negative 
selection was found for synonymous substitutions that 
disrupt predicted eSes or create predicted eSSs84.

Introns flanking alternatively spliced exons tend to 
contain more Alu sequences than constitutively spliced 
ones, and this is also true of exons that have changed their 
mode of splicing from constitutive to alternative during 
human evolution85. Furthermore, intronic Alus prob-
ably affect the selection of constitutive exons. Several 
reports indicate that de novo Alu insertion into intronic 
sequences in the antisense orientation and in close prox-
imity to the adjacent exon leads to exon skipping or AS, as 
shown in endogenous genes in the context of disease86,87 
and in a minigene model system85. This regulation prob-
ably involves the formation of a double-stranded region 
between two Alus or regulatory sequences in the anti-
sense Alu that act as intronic splicing silencers (ISSs)85.

In summary, the pathways that lead to the creation of 
alternative exons show the complexity of AS regulation 
and the role of AS in transcriptome enrichment.

Conservation and function of alternative exons
There has been much discussion of what proportion 
of alternative transcripts are functional88. So how can 
we predict whether an AS event confers a function? 
Conservation of a specific AS pattern throughout evo-
lution provides strong evidence of biological function, 
as a non-functional isoform is likely to be subject to  
negative selection.

Alternative exons that are conserved between humans 
and mice are enriched in genes expressed in the brain 
and in genes involved in transcriptional regulation, 
RNA processing and development89. but, despite the 
importance of AS conservation, the fraction of alterna-
tively spliced exons that is conserved is smaller than the 
fraction of constitutive exons, and no case of conser-
vation of a specific AS pattern throughout eukaryotic 
kingdoms has been found32,90. Nonetheless, it is possi-
ble that conserved alternative transcripts are difficult 
to detect owing to high rates of change of AS patterns  
and/or turnover of different mechanisms32.

Another important indication of functionality is that 
the alternative exon can be divided by three (that is, the 
exon is symmetrical). Symmetrical alternative exons 
preserve the reading frame of the protein, do not intro-
duce premature stop codons and do not tend to disrupt 
protein domain structures. There is a very low inclu-
sion level of alternative exons that are non-symmetrical, 
suggesting that such transcripts are non-functional, 
have low stability or are degraded by the NMD path-
way. Non-symmetrical exons that are conserved tend to 
reside in the 5′ end of the coding sequence, presumably 

increasing the potential of the transcript to activate the 
NMD mechanism91. However, a low inclusion level is 
not indicative that the alternative product is not func-
tional. For example, the low skipping level in the sol-
ute carrier family 35, member b3 (SLC35B3) gene83 is 
conserved in all mammals that have been tested, which 
suggests functionality. It is also possible that a high rate 
of new transcript generation results in a higher rate of  
emergence of functional alternative transcripts90,92.

A new alternatively spliced isoform can lead to the gen-
eration of a novel protein, possibly harbouring different 
domains to the original transcript. Another option is that 
the new mRNA isoform has a regulatory role18 through 
balancing levels of mRNAs that produce functional 
proteins relative to levels of mRNAs that produce non-
functional proteins19. An alternative isoform can also be 
the result of stochastic noise in the splicing machinery93, 
and a non-functional AS isoform can have the potential 
to be a useful splicing isoform. A possible model might be 
that a new isoform can acquire a function through several 
steps. Perhaps an isoform is first created through muta-
tions and has no apparent function, but the low abun-
dance of this isoform ensures that it does not harm the 
cell. If this isoform causes a deleterious effect, it is elimi-
nated through purifying selection. If the isoform is relatively 
inert, the cell will ‘tolerate’ its presence. With time, this 
isoform might accumulate mutations, without altering 
the activity of the original isoform. In fact, exons of low 
inclusion level are associated with increased evolutionary 
changes90. If the new transcript acquires a function, ran-
dom mutations that strengthen its regulatory sequences 
(splice sites, for example) will increase its inclusion level 
or give it tissue-specific attributes. The final fate of the  
isoform depends on the benefit of the new function.

Defining alternative exons
Genomic features of alternatively spliced exons. To 
understand how splicing affects genome evolution and 
how sequences evolve to become alternative exons, one 
needs to understand what defines an alternative exon. 
Different evolutionary constraints act on alternative 
cassette exons and constitutive exons. As exon skipping 
is the most prevalent type of AS in higher eukaryotes, 
much analysis has been done to understand its regula-
tion. For example, bioinformatics has been used to distin-
guish alternative cassette exons from constitutive exons. 
Interspecies comparative analysis is a useful tool for 
evaluating the importance of different elements because 
conserved sequences are under purifying selection and 
therefore conservation presumably indicates important 
function12. Also, comparative studies help us to identify 
which factors are involved in exon definition.

Human–mouse comparative genomic analysis of 
constitutive and alternative cassette exons reveals that 
alternatively spliced exons are under different selec-
tive pressures from constitutive ones and that various 
features distinguish the two groups18,19,94–96. Firstly, the 
sequences of alternatively spliced cassette exons are more 
conserved than constitutive exons. The conservation is 
higher towards the edges of the exon; these sequences 
presumably direct the basal splicing machinery to the 
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correct exon–intron junctions. Conservation extends 
80–100 bases into the introns flanking the alternatively 
spliced exons. The ratio of non-synonymous mutations 
(Ka) to synonymous mutations (Ks) is higher in alterna-
tively spliced exons than in constitutively spliced exons. 
This is thought to be due to low Ks in cassette exons as a  
result of their high conservation. However, this is still  
a topic of ongoing research95,97.

Secondly, eSRs, which can act as enhancers or sup-
pressors, are substantially more conserved in alternatively 
spliced exons than in constitutively spliced ones. This 
reflects the reliance of cassette exons on eSRs for exon 
selection. Cassette exons also usually have weaker splice 
sites than constitutive exons. Weak splice sites are subopti-
mal sites for the splicing machinery, which determines the 
level of inclusion or skipping in AS. Also, alternative cas-
sette exons are usually shorter than constitutively spliced 
ones and alternative cassette exons are flanked by longer 
introns. long intronic sequences that flank short cassette 
exons presumably obstruct the recognition of these exons 
by the splicing machinery. Also, as noted above, there 
seems to be a stronger evolutionary selection for symmet-
rical cassette exons compared with symmetrical constitu-
tive exons. The characteristics that distinguish conserved 
alternative exons from constitutive ones are likely  
to point to factors that regulate their mode of splicing.

These characteristics are also related to types of AS 
other than exon skipping: alternative conserved exons 
of the 3′ and 5′ splice-site selection types have similar 
characteristics to alternative cassette exons at the side of  

the exon that is subject to AS. The ‘alternative side’ of these 
exons has weak splicing signals and the flanking introns 
are highly conserved. Suboptimal recognition of the splic-
ing machinery, for example by weaker splicing signals, is 
partially compensated for by additional splicing signals, 
such as eSRs in the flanking introns. The constitutively 
selected side of alternative 3′ or 5′ splice-site exons is sim-
ilar to constitutive exons: they have strong splicing sig-
nals and lower conservation of the flanking introns. This 
suggests that alternative splice site use is an intermediate  
between constitutive and alternative cassette exons20.

The least common form of AS in higher eukaryotes, 
intron retention, involves weaker splice sites, shorter introns,  
a higher level of expression and lower density of splicing 
enhancers98 compared with non-retained introns. Intron 
retention might therefore reflect mis-splicing owing to 
the failure of an intron definition mechanism, as the 
splicing machinery fails to recognize weak splice sites 
flanking short introns12.

An additional factor that has an effect on the selec-
tion of exons is the polypyrimidine tract (PPT) sequence. 
Recent research indicates that the selection of exons is 
enhanced by the presence of a strong PPT. However, 
expansion of the exon selection process is restricted 
by the presence of a second PPT located further down-
stream. For example, in Alu elements, an internal PPT 
sequence separates the two Alu arms39. Therefore, the 
PPT has an effect on the selection of exons at both  
the RNA level, at which it serves as a binding site for 
splicing factors and limits the exonization process, and at 
the DNA level, at which it possesses characteristics that 
disfavour nucleosome positioning11.

Higher-order features. Recently, it has become apparent 
that chromatin structure is another factor that influ-
ences the decision as to whether an exon is alternatively 
or constitutively spliced. Recent studies have found that 
exons have increased nucleosome occupancy levels com-
pared with introns and that exons are bound by histones 
enriched in certain modifications11,99,100.

Nucleosome positioning can affect the selection of 
exons through two possible scenarios. Firstly, the nucle-
osome might act as a ‘speed bump’ on the exon (FIG. 3), 
which slows RNAPII elongation and leads to increased 
inclusion of that exon. Indeed, in humans, nucleo-
some occupancy levels correlate with inclusion levels: 
introns have the lowest nucleosome occupancy, followed  
by alternative exons that are rarely included, followed by 
alternative exons that are frequently included, with con-
stitutive exons having highest occupancy11. Furthermore, 
nucleosomes are depleted from pseudoexons99. The  
speed bump model is strongly supported by a recent study 
showing that the nucleosome behaves as a fluctuating  
barrier that results in pausing of RNAPII101.

Another possibility is that nucleosomes in exons 
have a specific set of histone modifications that 
lead to interaction with the splicing machinery and 
enable more efficient recognition of the exon11,99. In 
Caenorhabditis elegans, exons are preferentially marked, 
relative to introns, with the chromatin modification his-
tone 3 lysine 36 trimethylation (H3K36me3)102. A peak 

Figure 3 | the ‘speed bump’ model. Nucleosome occupancy marks exons and is 
coupled to transcription. a | RNA polymerase II (RNAPII), associated with different 
splicing factors (SFs), travels along the gene and transcribes it. When RNAPII  
reaches an area with high nucleosome occupancy and encounters specific histone 
modifications that mark an exon, it is slowed down. b | This panel shows RNAPII and  
the nucleosome at the point at which their coupling marks the exon boundaries  
for the splicing machinery. RNAPII transcribes the exon and SFs detach from the 
carboxy-terminal domain of RNAPII and bind to the 3′ splice site (3′ SS) region of the 
precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA). During transcription elongation, additional SFs bind 
intronic and exonic splicing regulatory elements and the 5′ SS.
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of H3K36me3 was also observed in human exons11,99.  
In addition, human exons are enriched in histones that 
are modified with three other post-translational modi-
fications: H3K79me1, H4K20me1 and H2bK5me1 
(REF. 11). However, this enrichment probably reflects the 
higher level of nucleosome occupancy11,99. very recently, 
a direct link was found between histone modifications 
and AS: the modulation of histone modifications resulted 
in splice-site switching103. The preferential nucleosome 
occupancy of exons is conserved through evolution, as 
shown by the analysis of seven organisms11. Intriguingly, 
nucleosome enrichment at exons was also observed in 
human sperm and in medaka (Japanese killifish)104, indi-
cating that the preference of nucleosomes for exons is 
present in diverse species.

It is worth noting that the average length of metazoan 
exons (125–165 bp) is similar to the length of DNA that 
wraps around a nucleosome (147 bp), which suggests 
that nucleosome occupancy might confer purifying 
selection on exon length11,99. However, the length of an 
average human exon is only 126 bp11. What might be the 
reason for this shorter length? There are several nucleo-
some structures, each with unique properties and spe-
cific role in chromatin function105. one structure is the 
subnucleosome, which is the (H3–H4)2 histone tetramer, 
also known as the tetrasome. The di-tetrasome has an 
important role in vivo in nucleosome dynamics, tran-
scription and replication106,107. The tetrasome is wrapped 
with ~120 bp of DNA105,106, which is close to the average 
126-bp human exon. It can be speculated that human 
exons require tighter regulation than those of other spe-
cies, so the dynamic tetrasome is recruited and enables 
AS regulation through transcriptional control. Future 
experiments will be necessary to test these suggestions.

What drives nucleosomes to exons? exons contain 
a higher GC content than flanking intron sequences, 
and regions with higher GC content favour nucleosome 
occupancy sequences. by contrast, the intron sequences 
that immediately flank exons (such as the PPT) con-
tain sequences that disfavour nucleosome occupancy11. 
Therefore, these adjacent favourable and disfavourable 
sequences would cause a well-defined ‘exonic mono-
nucleosome’. What might be the biological advantages 
of an ‘exonic nucleosome’? It is possible that nucleo-
somes inhibit recombination or protect the DNA from 
uv irradiation and other lesions, which would lead 
to a reduced mutation rate and therefore increase the 
conservation of exonic sequences108. Also, the ‘exonic 
nucleosome’ might mark the location of exons for the 
splicing machinery. This might have caused the splicing 
machinery to shift from intron to exon definition during 
evolution — that is, from recognizing short introns as 
the spliced units in lower eukaryotes to recognizing short 
exons in higher eukaryotes. Such a model could explain 
why introns have become longer over the course of evo-
lution, especially during mammalian evolution. overall, 
nucleosome positioning in exons seems to encourage the 
proper location of molecular interactions across the exon, 
which contributes to the exon definition mechanism 
and suggests another level of complexity in eukaryotic  
splicing regulation.

Conclusions
over the past decade it has become clear that AS is a key 
process that contributes to the creation of phenotypic 
complexity among higher eukaryotes by increasing tran-
scriptomic and proteomic diversity, and the prevalence 
of AS throughout evolution shows its importance. In 
2004, we suggested that AS might have originated from 
multi-intron genes with no AS, through DNA muta-
tions that weakened splice sites12. If early eukaryotes  
had strong splice sites, constitutive splicing would 
have taken place, whereas if splice sites were weak, AS 
was likely to have occurred. Surprisingly, reconstruc-
tion of the evolution of these signals has shown that 
the 5′ splice site of early eukaryotes was degenerate, 
not conserved27,40, which implies the creation of alter-
natively spliced exons early in evolution. This suggests 
that AS emerged together with the common ancestor  
of eukaryotes.

evolutionary studies, which have revealed the for-
mation of de novo alternative exons and the evolution of  
exon–intron architecture, highlight the importance  
of AS in the diversification of the transcriptome, espe-
cially in humans. These studies also show the end-
less ‘attempt’ of genomes to search for new functional 
products. Moreover, they have revealed how exons and 
introns are defined and the dynamics of this definition 
process during evolution. The evolution of gene struc-
ture is coupled to the evolution of trans-acting splicing 
factors and their respective binding sites. In general, it 
was shown that trans-acting splicing factors (such as SR 
and hnRNP proteins) provide plasticity, as their binding 
sites and binding affinity are quite diverse. The man-
ner in which these factors operate together to regulate 
tissue- and developmental stage-specific AS is slowly 
becoming clearer, and will probably be understood in 
the next few years. Due to these advances, the regulation 
of AS is being widely used in gene therapy, revealing 
new therapeutic targets109,110.

Considerable progress was made over the past 
decade in finding the origin of alternative exons. The 
potential of an alternative exon to generate a functional 
transcript has begun to be uncovered. evolutionary 
work has suggested that a new transcript is tested after 
it is first generated, but there is no pre-screening for the 
selection of those transcripts that will eventually gener-
ate a functional product. out of the new transcripts, 
presumably only a small fraction will eventually gain 
functions. The evolutionary forces that select functional 
transcripts ensure that the new transcript maintains the 
original coding sequence without inserting a premature 
stop codon. once a new functional transcript is estab-
lished, its inclusion level increases. The functionality 
of transcriptomes is a crucial issue. It is still unknown 
which transcripts will synthesize a protein and what 
regulatory role other transcripts will have as RNA mol-
ecules. The next decade will probably be devoted to 
functional transcriptomic and proteomic analyses link-
ing the suggested new transcripts with their emerging 
new roles in the cell. Such information is crucial if we 
are to better understand AS and its contribution to the 
unique traits that make us human.
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